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Quotes:

The Spirit in the Air
"The Great Spirit is in all things. He is in the air we breathe.
The Great Spirit is our Father, but the Earth is our Mother. She nourishes us.....
That which we put into the ground she returns to us."
Big Thunder Wabanaki, Algonquin

Breathe in Awe and Wonder
“We must treat nature with the same awe and wonder that we reserve for human beings.
And we do not need this insight in order to believe in God or to prove his existence.
We need it to breathe; we need it for us simply to be.”
(Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, 2010)
Breath of Fresh Air
During our Passover Seder, we retell the Story of our redemption from slavery to freedom.
As the seder draws to an end, we run to the door, open it wide and welcome the Prophet
Elijah who ushers in the messianic age when all men and women can truly live and breathe
a life of freedom. When that door opens wide we literally receive a breath of fresh air. Our
bodies are cooled with the breeze that comes with the symbols of hope and redemption.
(Joel Simonds, https://reformjudaism.org/blog/passover-and-clean-air-act)
Atmosphere of our Lives
“Our experience of God , our very life, cannot be separated from our need for air. “Air is an
intimate element,” wrote Catholic priest John O'Donohue. “It gets right into you through
your breathing and your blood, into the heart of your life….God [is] breath and tenderness.”
In human experience, our understanding of atmosphere is both a spiritual and scientific
reality, a concern of the soul and biology. In both cases, we are speaking of what animates
life. From the perspective of faith, God creates through God’s breath the very spirit of God. …
Perhaps it is right to say that God is the very atmosphere of our lives.”
(111-2, Grounded, Butler Bass)

Movement of the Wind
“Movement and wind create clarity. These associations of purity with wind and clarity have
a strong resonance in Buddhist teaching lineages both inside and outside Mongolia. Just as
the clarity of mind is linked to a clear blue sky, one’s breath is the primary place where one
is clearly interdependent with one’s surroundings. Breath animates and connects. The
pollution of the air, with its actual limitations on light and breath, creates obscurations in
both cosmological and tangible ways. Pollution blocks, suffocates and delimits.”
(10, Enlightenment and the Gasping City)

From the Text:
Places where we find the wind (the air) in the Bible:
Numbers 11:31 - Then a wind went out from the Lord, and it brought quails from the sea
and let them fall beside the camp, about a day’s journey on this side and a day’s journey on
the other side, all around the camp, about two cubits deep on the ground.
I Kings 19: 11-12 - He said, “Go out and stand on the mountain before the Lord, for the Lord is
about to pass by.” Now there was a great wind, so strong that it was splitting mountains
and breaking rocks in pieces before the Lord, but the Lord was not in the wind; and after
the wind an earthquake, but the Lord was not in the earthquake; 12 and after the
earthquake a fire, but the Lord was not in the fire; and after the fire a sound of sheer
silence.
Job 28: 23-28 - “God understands the way to it,
and he knows its place.
24
For he looks to the ends of the earth,
and sees everything under the heavens.
25
When he gave to the wind its weight,
and apportioned out the waters by measure;
26
when he made a decree for the rain,
and a way for the thunderbolt;
27
then he saw it and declared it;
he established it, and searched it out.
28
And he said to humankind,
‘Truly, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom;
and to depart from evil is understanding.’”
Ecclesiates 1: 5-7 - The sun rises and the sun goes down,
and hurries to the place where it rises.
6
The wind blows to the south,
and goes around to the north;
round and round goes the wind,
and on its circuits the wind returns.

7

All streams run to the sea,
but the sea is not full;
to the place where the streams flow,
there they continue to flow.
Acts 27:13-14 - When a moderate south wind began to blow, they thought they could
achieve their purpose; so they weighed anchor and began to sail past Crete, close to the
shore. But soon a violent wind, called the northeaster, rushed down from Crete.

Guidance From Tradition:
While many traditions have a version of the golden rule: “Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you,” the idea of a Green Rule expands that tradition to include in the
concept that we treat nature as you would like to be treated.

Prayer:
Breath of Life

Creator God, breath and source of life,
in love you called the world into being and in grace you made us and call us your children.
We stand in awe of the wonder of your creation: its beauty and wildness;
complexity and power; resilience and fragility.
God of life, you call us to be participants in the web and wellspring of life:
to be nurtured by the planet; to be nurturing of the planet; to cherish the world and all that
lives. But we have failed and creation groans under our weight.
God of grace, forgive us in our brokenness:
when we have taken too much from the earth; when we have not spoken out against
greed and destruction; when we have allowed our most vulnerable neighbours to be
harmed. We seek courage and forgiveness to be made whole.
God of love, we pray for those people, communities and nations already suffering the
devastating effects of climate change; and we pray for the diversity of life on earth, so much
of it is already threatened by our actions.
God of hope, we pray for the members of parliament who receive our petition Bless them
with wisdom and creativity, and a shared vision of hope for all creation.
May they find the determination to take strong action to halt the destructive effects of
climate change, and the political will to act together for the common good
Creator God, we pray for us all, that we might restore our relationships with each other and
work together to heal the earth.
Renew us in your grace for the sake of your creation. Amen.
https://www.unitingjustice.org.au/environment/information-and-action-resources/item/1231-prayer-for-climate-action

Big Thunder Prayer
"The Great Spirit is in all things, is in the air we breathe. The Great Spirit is our Father, but
the Earth is our Mother. She nourishes us; that which we put into the ground, She returns
to us...."
Give us hearts to understand;
Never to take from creation's beauty more than we give;
never to destroy wantonly for the furtherance of greed;
Never to deny to give our hands for the building of earth's beauty;
never to take from her what we cannot use.
Give us hearts to understand
That to destroy earth's music is to create confusion;
that to wreck her appearance is to blind us to beauty;
That to callously pollute her fragrance is to make a house of stench;
that as we care for her she will care for us.
We have forgotten who we are.
We have sought only our own security.
We have exploited simply for our own ends.
We have distorted our knowledge.
We have abused our power.
Great Spirit, whose dry lands thirst,
Help us to find the way to refresh your lands.
Great Spirit, whose waters are choked with debris and pollution,
help us to find the way to cleanse your waters.
Great Spirit, whose beautiful earth grows ugly with misuse,
help us to find the way to restore beauty to your handiwork.
Great Spirit, whose creatures are being destroyed,
help us to find a way to replenish them.
Great Spirit, whose gifts to us are being lost in selfishness and corruption,
help us to find the way to restore our humanity.
Oh, Great Spirit, whose voice I hear in the wind,
whose breath gives life to the world, hear me;
I need your strength and wisdom. May I walk in Beauty.
http://indians.org/indigenous-peoples-literature/big-thunder-prayer.html

Events:
Educational Meeting with Senator Chris Hansen - April 15 from 5-5:30 on Zoom
Join us at: https://zoom.us/j/5969882238?pwd=Rjg0Yndpa1Q2YlRONm82aUhKQTc3dz09
This is a community meeting for all constituents to meet Senator Chris Hansen. Senator
Hansen will be presenting on current climate legislation in the Colorado Senate and will
take a few questions. Please invite anyone that would be interested in attending.

April 22 is Earth Day. As you look to celebrate and advocate on this day, make sure to listen
to the voices of BIPOC people and how this celebration needs to be intersectional. Pay
attention to the call for environmental justice for all people. https://www.earthday.org/
“Intersectional Environmentalist is a platform for resources, information, and action steps to
support intersectional environmentalism and dismantle systems of oppression in the
environmental movement, led by environmental activists and sustainability advocates.”
(https://www.outdoorjournal.com/featured/environment/bringing-intersectionality-to-modern-environmentalism/)

●
●

Earth Day Events Around Denver:
https://www.eventbrite.com/d/co--denver/earth-day-events/
Family Friendly Earth Day Events:
https://www.milehighmamas.com/blog/2021/03/24/earth-day-2021-family-friendly-thi
ngs-to-do-in-denver-and-beyond/ Some of these links include volunteer
opportunities.

Legislation We Support:
●

SB21-200 Reduce Greenhouse Gases & Increase Environmental Justice sets a date to
finalize implementing rules. Gives AQCC authority to set a GHG emissions fee.
Creates an EJ ombudsperson position and EJ advisory board in CDPHE. Specify
processes for soliciting and facilitating input from EJ/impacted communities. Fact
sheet here. Benefits and endorsement here. Hearing Senate Hearing Scheduled for
T&E 04/20 2 pm

●

HB21-1189 Regulate Air Toxics from 4 facilities that each of which produce nearly 1M
tons/yr of pollution—specifically hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen sulfide, and benzene.
Requires updated emission thresholds, reporting and public notification when leaks
occur, and corrective action within 15 days. Sets a precedent for continuous air
quality monitoring that might be extended to others. Fact sheet and talking points
here. Passed House Amended, onto Finance.

●

SB21-087 Agricultural Workers Rights. Addresses health and safety; right to organize,
protection for concerted action, retaliation prohibition; right to access advocates and
service providers; housing safety; fair pay and minimum wage; and rest breaks and
extreme overwork protections. Status: SB21-087 is headed to Appropriations.

Weblinks:
Planet.com Gallery - See the ways the world is changing through up-to-date global
satellite data. https://www.planet.com/gallery/
Climate Safe Neighborhoods - Neighborhood Climate Advocacy - Intersection between
Race and Climate
This map allows you to scroll through Denver neighborhoods, with their historical
segregated boundaries, to see how people of color are impacted by things like tree canopy
saturation, amount of asphalt, and land surface temperature. “The data suggests that there

is a relationship between historic practices of redlining, community infrastructure, and
exposure to heat and flood risk. “
https://gwmke.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=3661f4dbe77e45c9951b48
79c7401986
12 Degrees: A Documentary - https://vimeo.com/483137704
'12 Degrees', a documentary film, explores the intersection between climate change, the
urban heat island effect, and redlining in the GES community (Globeville, Elyria, Swansea) in
north Denver. A recent study showed that in 94% of the over 100 cities that the researchers
looked at, they found that historically redlined neighborhoods were nearly 5 degrees
Fahrenheit warmer on average than non-redlined neighborhoods. Some cities (like Denver)
showed even more dramatic differences — as much as 12 degrees.
CDPHE Whistleblower Complaint: 'This is our Flint': Colorado environmental activists call
for investigation following whistleblower complaint - Colorado Newsline
Colorado air pollution control managers ordered staff to falsify data and approve permits
“at all costs,” whistleblowers say:
● https://coloradosun.com/2021/03/30/colorado-air-pollution-whistleblowers-complaint/
Air Pollution Links and Information: For an overview of the Air Pollution problem in CO
you can visit this link and go deeper into the issue.

Book Recommendation:
Enlightenment and the Gasping City identifies air pollution as a boundary between the
physical and the immaterial, showing how air pollution impresses itself on the urban
environment as stagnation and blur. She explores how air pollution and related
phenomena exist in dynamic tension with Buddhist ideas and practices concerning
purification, revitalisation and enlightenment. By focusing on light, its intersections and its
oppositions, she illuminates Buddhist practices and beliefs as they interact with the
pressing urban issues of air pollution, post-socialist economic vacillations, urban
development, nationalism, and climate change.

Hard Truth:
“While some cultures and religions may emphasize the connection between humans and
nature, this may not always translate into environmental conservation. The Ganges and the
Yamuna are two of the most polluted rivers in the world, despite being life channels for tens
of millions of people (Alley, 1994; Haberman, 2006). Narayanan (2001) notes the inherent
irony by referring to these rivers as “physically polluted moral purifiers.” Even as studies
continue to document the dangerous level of contaminants in the Ganges, millions of
pilgrims flock to the river to take a ceremonial, cleansing dip in its sacred waters. In the
same vein, scholars have noted the apparent paradox between the value of nature in
Shintoism with the rampant destruction of wildlife in Japan (Kellert, 1991). Overirrigation
and overconsumption of groundwater resources in India have made that country more

susceptible to drought and water resource conflict than any other in the world (Birkenholtz,
2008). China too is facing similar problems, with its air pollution levels consistently rated
some of the worst in the world while deforestation is rampant to clear land for agricultural
use (Chan & Yao, 2008; Laurance, 1999). In other words, environmental degradation can be
just as prevalent in countries where the majority of the population affiliates with Eastern
religions as in countries that are predominantly Christian (Gardner & Stern, 2002).”
https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/jrnl/2016/nrs_2016_sachdeva_003.pdf

Climate Knowledge Key:
Beginner - Basic concepts, Intro level
Some Knowledge - Knows about climate change, some disturbing info
Moderate - Well-read, understands the ideas and concepts, okay with difficult information
Very Familiar - Involved, exposed to negative data, aware of the coming disaster

